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Abstract - To maintain our historical monuments, to regenerate any distorted image data etc., it is essentially desired to 
complete the damages region of image with non-detectable visual perception. This paper introduces a novel approach of 
picture recreation using non-local mean and adaptive patch size. Earlier, recreation approaches have considered only the 
surrounding elements of the target region, to fill up the lost region which was unsatisfactory in most cases. These approaches 
uses fixed patch size which does not take into account the local picture characteristics of the target patch. The proposed 
approach is basically an exemplar based picture recreation technique that uses non-local data in a very constrained way. In 
this algorithm, an exemplar based adaptive window, which is adjusted according to the picture itself, is used to fill the 
damaged region. Moreover, during target patch replenishment, the database is used from multiple specimens within the 
picture. An alteration of a target pixel is determined using weight similarity technique and assembles to form a lost database. 
Experiments have been performed which shows that the proposed technique produces better quantitative and qualitative 
recovery as comparing to a present exemplar basis technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 
Image in-painting has different role in image 
processing. It can be used for image completion, 
object removal, text removal and re-creating the 
damaged region. Out of these, one of the most 
frequently used research field is picture refinement or 
picture recreation where a major objective is to fill 
lost regions with in a picture, in such a way that it 
would be non-detectable for a viewer. In most of the 
cases, a lost region is replete, utilizing data from rest 
of the picture. Picture recreation is done using various 
picture refinement techniques such like scratch and 
object elimination from a picture. A traditional 
method for recreation aims to replenish in lost regions 
by use of diffusion process [1, 2, 3, 4]. These 
approaches have an issue that they use only the local 
database to fill the lost region. That’s why, in most of 
cases where the local database has not sufficient 
information to fill a lost region; it produces 
unsatisfactory results of visual perception of the filled 
region. This region can be easily detectable with the 
naked eyes. 
In order to perform effective and get reconstructed 
image having good human visual perception, an 
exemplar based picture recreation technique has been 
used [5, 6, 7] and it produces better result. In this 
approach, a perfect match specimen patch is searched 
from the original source region and replaced directly 
with target patch. The major advantage of these 
approaches is that they use non-local database. This 
approach is very helpful in a restricted condition 
where source region is very similar to the target 
region in both way having similar feature and in size 
that is integer factor of the patch size. A major 
limitation of this approach is that it uses a non-local 
database in a very limited way that perform well in 

special condition but bad in other condition. As the 
above discussed technique only uses the perfect patch 
specimen; create a risk of choosing specimen that is 
depraved. Therefore, pictures with redundant data 
look for several specimens that would be used jointly 
to fill the lost database (image). In this paper, we 
have proposed an adaptive size patch window based 
exemplar based in-painting technique where the patch 
size is adaptive to different picture characteristics of 
the original picture of the source region. Therefore, 
an improved picture quality shall be produced by 
using a proposed technique. 
 
Major contribution of the proposed algorithm is to 
decide new patch with adaptive size every time, to fill 
the target region. Proposed method uses the 
fundamental concepts of the exemplar based image 
in-painting technique. In this framework, the 
reassemble of the target pixel is decided by applying 
similarity function which is weighted and assemble to 
form a lost database. Thus, the proposed technique 
uses all non-local picture databases. This technique 
can also be added in the existing exemplar basis 
picture recreation technique in order to bring enriched 
visual quality. The structure of the paper contains 
detailed description of the exemplar basis recreation 
in the second section. Third section explains about 
the proposed picture completion method following 
the experiments and results in the fourth section. In 
the final section, it concludes the paper. 
 
II. EXAMPLER BASED RECREATION 
 
In order to define the proposed algorithm, it is 
essential to provide concise overview of existing 
exemplar based picture recreation technique. Existing 
recreation technique reconstructs the lost region of 
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the picture by a system of diffusion. Therefore, only 
local database is used to fill a lost region [7]. There 
are also some cases where, the only local database is 
not used to reconstruct the lost region. For such cases, 
an exemplar based picture recreation technique is 
proposed to fill the lost region by utilizing nonlocal 
database from the picture. This procedure of 
exemplar based image recreation is described in 
Figure. 1. Let Ω stand for the target region and ϕ is 
the original source region. Suppose, there is need to 
fill up chunk ψp, middle on pixel p, which lies 
partially with in target region Ω. 
 
In exemplar based recreation technique, the 
surrounding database around ψ  is compared with the 
source region using similarity technique based on 
different features. In each comparison, system 
calculates a cost value using a cost function. In the 
deciding process of the optimal patch to be replaced, 
system looks for patch having minimum cost. In most 
of the cases cost function uses total difference method 
[6].  
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig.1. Database propagation applying exemplar-basis 
recreation: a) Picture, with Origin region ϕ and target region 

Ω. It is to fill the chunk ψp in the middle of p. b) Neighborhood 
enclosing ψp is correlated to other surroundings such like ψq  and ψr. c) ψq found to be a perfect match and its details are 

copied into ψp  . 

III. PROPOSED PICTURE COMPLETION 
ALGORITH 
 
A. Design of Adaptive Window Exemplar 
As the exemplar based method shows that the trait of 
completed picture is formed by integral factor of size 
of the template window in majority. The proposed 
algorithm predicts that size of a template window is 
contrary proportional to spatial frequency. A reason 
of presumption is as follows. Top frequency 
components of a picture have edges. During the 
filling of these regions, system selects small window 
size to get more details. On the other hand, the low 
frequency components only contain soft parts of a 
picture. Proposed algorithm prefers broad size to fill 
it to maintain efficiency as well. The next constrained 
is that the shifting of picture gradient reflects changes 
in picture’s spatial frequency. During the repair 
phase, in the first t time, ∀p, (x,y)∈∂Ωt. where (x, y) 
are the co-ordinate of the pixel, ∂Ωt is the gradient of 
the target region of tth patch. An explanation of its 
gradient vector is given below: 
                          ∇ft= [Gx, Gy]T 
 
A definition of its module value is as follows: 

Mft =|∇ft|= [Gx
2 Gy

2]½ 
 
The definition of the factor ∈ of the template window 
in the first t time repair cycle as follows: 
∈

=

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ ∈ , Mf > Mf

(∈ −∈ )Mf + Mf ∈ −Mf ∈
Mf −Mf

Mf ≤ Mf ≤ Mf
∈ , Mf < Mf

(1) 

 
 
Where ϵmax is a maximal value of an element ϵt. 
During processing, ϵmax is recorded manually; its 
default value is 6. ϵmin indicates the minimal value.  
Mf  Indicates a maximal module value of gradient 
vector for most points p(x, y) before the first t time 
repair phase, Mf  indicates the minimal module 
value of gradient vector before first t time repair 
phase. The pseudo code of an algorithm for an 
adaptive window exemplar is given below: 
 
Step 1: For a maximal priority point P ,P ⊂ ∂Ω , 
set window factor ϵ0=1, Mfmin

0 =10, Mfmax
0=60. The 

value of ϵ0, Mfmin
0

, Mfmax
0 is built upon with 

exposure. 
 
Step 2: On a first t time repair phase, an 
establishment of a factor ϵt is given below: 
Step2.1: Calculate MFt, if Mf > Mf , then ϵt         
=∈ , Mf = Mf ; else go to step 2.2. 
 
Step2.2: If Mf < Mf , then ϵt = ϵmax, =Mf ;  
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else go to step 2.3. 
Step 2.3: Compute ϵt in accordance with equation 1. 
 
B. Recreation using Non-Local Means 
The major drawback with current technique of 
exemplar based recreation is that it uses a picture 
database from only a single neighborhood. This 
technique does not use content redundancy in the 
picture. A new approach to exemplar based recreation 
is to applying picture database from lot of specimens 
within picture and weights of their inputs. Let us 
illustrate the benefit of this non-local means approach 
over exemplar based recreation. Suppose we have a 
picture which has lattice of degraded circles that may 
contain degradation in any direction. 

 
Our objective is to fill in the lost region in a picture. 
The results generated by a current exemplar based 
approach are not as complete as our proposed 
nonlocal-means approach’s result. Fig.2 shows a 
degraded circle and neighborhood of a target perfect 
matches a degraded circle to its right. 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Recreation Results. Left: Existing concept of exemplar 
basis recreation, Right: Proposed method applying nonlocal-

means 
 
But this perfect match specimen is itself degraded and 
its error is copied to a target region. However, a 
proposed method generates the good results. 
The proposed recreation technique is described 
below. Suppose there is a picture consist of a target 
region Ω and a original source region ϕ. Giving two 
patches, one chunk: ψ  is in middle at point p in Ω 
region, and another chunk: ψq , a comparison is done 
between both of these two chunks by using a similar 
metric c(ψp ,ψq ). In our proposed algorithm, c (ψp, 
ψq) is a total of squared differences between the 
pixels of the chunks of the target region and the 
source region.. 
Once a cost function has been calculated for each 
patch in a origin region, a n chunks with a lowest cost 
is choosed for a weighted augmentation process. For 
experimentation purpose, the value of n is set to 10. A 
weight for each selected chunk ψ  is calculated 
applying weighing function 

                        w (ψi) =e
(ψ ,ψ )

                                 
(2) 

 
in which h is a constant. The weighting function is 
constructed by keeping in mind that addition of each 
selected chunk is related to their similarity to a target 
chunk. At the end, a chunk uses to fill a lost portion 
of a target patch ψp, standing ψp, is calculated 
applying a weighted aggregate equation. 

ψ    w(ψ )ψ w(ψ ) 

 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
A bundle of 4 test pictures were used, in order to 
assess the effectiveness of the proposed   method. To 
compare, an exemplar based picture recreation 
technique is also executed over these test pictures. 
The performance of the two approaches is evaluated 
significantly by use a peak signal-to-noise ratio. The 
PSNR result is given in Table 1. The proposed 
algorithm showing an improved value of PSNR as 
compared to existing exemplar based technique for 
all of pictures. The inpainted pictures are given in 
Figs. 3-6. A proposed technique provides good visual 
quality. 

 

 
Fig.3. Top on left: Real Picture, Top on right side: Picture with 

a lost database, Bottom left: In-painted by using current 
technique, Bottom right: In-painted by using proposed 

technique. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Top left: Real Picture, Top right: Picture with a lost 

database, Bottom left: In-painted by using current technique, 
Bottom right: In-painted by using proposed technique. 
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Fig. 5. Top left: Real picture, Top right: Picture with a lost 
database, Bottom left: In-painted using current technique, 

Bottom right: In-painted by using proposed technique. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Top left: Real Picture, Top right: Picture with a lost 

database, Bottom left: In-painted by using current technique, 
Bottom right: In-painted by using proposed technique. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
It is essentially desired to get good visual quality in 
all type of damaged region during image in-painting. 
The proposed algorithm in this paper provides a new 
approach of exemplar based image recreation by 
using non-local mean and adaptive patch size. It 
defines variable patch size depending on gradient of 

target region that has to fill by same patch. Adaptive 
window size is determined by constrained of both 
target and source region at the same time. From the 
source region, algorithm finds the same or more 
gradient region having equal or lesser size. The result 
of the algorithm is comparatively good through 
human perception. With the experiments it has been 
proved that improved visual quality shall be achieved 
as compared to an existing exemplar based picture 
recreation technique using this algorithm.  
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